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The link between food and sustainability
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When Sarah Jacobson ’07,
’12G returned to UNH in
2009 for a graduate degree
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in nutrition, she knew she
also wanted a more holistic
view of food.
“The ecogastronomy
program really fit that idea,”
she says. “It was multi-

RELATED LINKS

disciplinary and the focus is
on food, but it allows you to

Farm-to-Hospital

look at agricultural science,
political science and the

(Local) Flavors of Fall

social aspects of food as

Following Up with
Sustainability Fellows

well.”
Jacobson saw those areas
intersect firsthand as a
volunteer for Seacoast Eat
Local at weekly farmers
markets. The organization
wanted to expand the use of

UNH SUSTAINABILITY FACTS: 1. IN
2008, UNH BECAME THE FIRST
UNIVERSITY IN THE NATION TO
OFFER A DUAL MAJOR IN
ECOGASTRONOMY; 2. THE
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Assistance Program (SNAP)

FACILITY MAKES USE OF FOOD

benefits at local markets but
needed help. Jacobson was
eager to lend a hand, and

WASTE FROM THE UNH DINING
HALLS, DIVERTING IN EXCESS OF
25,000 POUNDS PER MONTH OF
MATERIAL THAT WOULD

bringing SNAP benefits to

OTHERWISE GO DIRECTLY INTO

Granite State farmers

THE DURHAM WASTE STREAM

markets became her
capstone project.
“It was an opportunity to look at the needs of the state and think
about the capacity farmers markets have to not only help improve
access to fresh and healthy food but also to potentially increase
profits for farmers. It was exciting to connect all those dots,” she
says.
Connecting those dots reveals how deeply woven food and the
issues surrounding it are to sustainability. At UNH, food and
sustainability are inextricably linked, a bond that’s revealed
through research, education, practice and everyday operations.
“UNH has an amazingly rich set of offerings, and most of the
focus is on sustainable components. We’re meeting our land grant
mission by doing the kind of research and teaching that focuses
on small, independent farms,” says professor John Aber, an
ecogastronomy faculty member.
Now in its 10th year, the ecogastronomy program has 120 alumni.
The program features two key components: a study-abroad
experience and a capstone project that’s linked to the community.
The major allows students to “interact with the community and
make change locally and more broadly,” says Dan Winans, who
directs the major, which is closely linked to the sustainable
agriculture and food systems program, now part of the new
department of agriculture, nutrition and food systems in the
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture.
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Research efforts across
campus also give faculty,
staff and students the
chance to explore a more
sustainable food future.
Innovative food solutions are
being developed everywhere
3. THE UNH ORGANIC DAIRY

on campus, from the the

RESEARCH FARM, OPENED IN 2005,

aquaculture research

IS THE FIRST OF ITS KIND AT A

program and the Organic

LAND GRANT UNIVERSITY

Dairy Research Farm,
operated by COLSA and the

NH Agricultural Experiment Station, to Aber’s own lab, where he’s
looking at ways the Organic Dairy can use composting to
generate energy, and the high tunnels on campus, where
vegetables used by dining services are grown.
For Bill McNamara, executive director of hospitality, bringing
sustainable operations to UNH’s food systems is simply “the right
thing to do.”
“It’s about taking care of our food systems and ensuring there’s
food in the future and doing so with as little waste while feeding as
many people as cost effectively as we can,” he says. University
dining halls look toward sourcing ingredients as locally as possible
and seek out partnerships with regional farms and producers.
Dining Services is also part of the national Menus of Change
program, which aims to reduce red meat and increase the amount
of fresh fruits and vegetables on campus menus. The new Wildcat
Stadium is on track to become a zero-waste facility.
All these efforts create new
opportunities for UNH to
collaborate with
organizations and
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municipalities across the
state. The Sustainability
Institute is part of Food
Solutions New England’s “A
New England Food Vision”
initiative, which lays out a
plan for the region to
produce 50 percent of the
food it needs by 2060, as
well as New Hampshire
Farm to School, which brings produce grown by Granite State
farmers into local elementary and high schools.
“Sustainability is central to the culture of the region,” Aber says.
“Managing the food system sustainably and responsibly is a
cultural thing as much as an environmental thing. I’m just really
excited about it.”

COMMENT ON THIS ARTICLE

Read more about the overarching story
of sustainability at UNH here:
Blue and White and Green All Over
New Angles on Old Problems
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A Carbon-Neutral Future
Starting Somewhere
People Power
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May 20, 2021 | NH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

UNH Scientists Aim to Solve a Million Dollar
Problem for Aquaculture Industry
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June 2, 2021 | LOCAL LEADERSHIP

Improving Colostrum in Dairy Cows is Focus
of UNH Dairy Research Field Day June 15
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July 1, 2021 | GRANTS AND CONTRACTS NEWS

UNH Researchers Receive $1.2M Grant to
Study Seasonal Soil Freeze and Thaw
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